
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Yet I ______________________ home, even for breakfast.1. (not/be)

At a close-quarter conflict,
______________________________________________ against the
bayonets of our men, who would have had the additional advantage of the
higher ground?

2.

(what use/their empty rifles/be/?)

Kitty __________________ her if she could.3. (keep)

No man ___________________ to brave me so.4. (dare)

It ___________________________ me to hear that he had a dozen.5.
(not/surprise)

He ________________________ so guilty if he had been guilty.6. (not/look)

And he __________________, any way.7. (die)

If you were not in love, you _____________________ instead of getting
angry.
8.

(laugh)

This of itself ______________________ their progress slow as well as
painful, but other things tended to increase the delay.
9.

(render)

Jim he allowed they was made, but I allowed they happened; I judged it
__________________ too long to make so many.
10.

(take)

Otherwise, your honour _________________________ me of loose
behaviour, and remissness of duty, in matters where, I think, I have rather
exceeded than fallen short of it.

11.

(not/accuse)

I admit the story is ill told and not worth telling, and you must admit that it
is very natural or it __________________________ twice.
12.

(not/happen)

________________________________ like if Mr. Browning had been
listening at the keyhole?
13.

(what/the fact/be/?)
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If he had been disposed to do so, her simple questions and answers to
his inquiries __________________ it difficult.
14.

(make)

If left to themselves, no doubt they ______________________, as they
were very young things.
15.

(perish)

You ____________________ me, sir.16. (beat)

____________________________ for a friend who might have aided her
to disentangle the sorrowful confusion of her thoughts?
17.

(what/she/give/?)

I ________________________ my life to get that flag!18. (sacrifice)

But I __________________ my box locked.19. (keep)

At that time, indeed, we thought it best to say nothing about this unjust
division; _________________________________ us had we demanded
justice?

20.

(for what/it/avail/?)
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